SWEP introduces Hypertwain –
an innovative concept for the AC
& Heat pump markets!
SWEP's Hypertwain® is a
revolutionary new technology that
optimizes both cooling and heating and
keeps the need for space, electricity,
and refrigerants to a bare minimum.
Hypertwain is the answer to the rising
demand for comfortable indoor climate
– and the absolute necessity of using
fewer resources.

Read more

Liquid Cooling for the Cloud
The Covid pandemic has resulted in a worldwide
increase in working from home. This has led to an
even greater reliance on cloud computing as
more data gets stored in massive, energyintensive data centers all over the world. Learn
how liquid cooled data centers can minimize
environmental impact.
Learn more

Enhancement of the All-Stainless range from
SWEP with B222 large-size model
All-Stainless is highly suitable for a wide range of industrial
applications with high demands on corrosion resistance,
low tolerance for contamination and/or high operating
temperatures.
During the fall of 2021, the B221 was added as the first
large size model to enhance a strong and diversified
portfolio of existing small and medium size models. Now,
we are pleased to introduce the B222 which complements
it’s B221 sibling with bigger ports and a higher fluid
capacity.
Read more

Sealix® continues to receive international
approvals and certifications
Since the introduction of Sealix® in 2018 using
SiO₂-based thin-film technology to increase
corrosion and scaling resistance in tap water
systems with harsh water quality, Sealix has
proven itself to cover many different water
systems all over the world and several
international tap water compliance certifications
and approvals continue to validate Sealix’s
strength and usability such as WRAS (UK),
NSF-61, SVGW, and more!.

Find out more

Safe, reliable cooling for hydrogen fuel
cell systems on commercial vehicles
German based FAUN develops and
manufactures dependable refuse collection
vehicles and street sweepers. FAUN’s
innovative BLUEPOWER solution combines
battery-electric power with a hydrogen fuel cell
range extender. To avoid corrosion and crosscontamination between internal and external
cooling loops, FAUN turned to SWEP for an
energy-efficient heat transfer solution.

Read the full case story

SWEP presented with Trane’s 2021
Continuous Improvement Award!
The Trane 2021 Continuous Improvement
Award recognizes suppliers who are using
operational excellence principles to drive
improvement in key performance metrics.
SWEP was awarded this honor because of
their ability to supply high quality products in
a timely manner, despite the struggles 2021
presented to the manufacturing world.
Read more

Nordbygg 2022 (Stockholm, Sweden) April 26th-29th
SWEP will be in Hall A on stand # 25:02
Learn more

All-Energy (Glasgow, UK) May 11th & 12th
SWEP will be at Stand # E20
Learn more
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